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WHAT IS THE WEALTH AND RATINGS PAGE? 

Wealth and Ratings is a page view within ABE CRM that provides both wealth-related information—real 

estate, stock investments, business assets and income/compensation—as well as constituent scores and 

ratings, including likelihood, gift capacity estimate and gift capacity rating.  

Capacity ratings and estimates help prioritize prospects, since it’s helpful, when dealing with big lists of 

individuals, to focus first on the ones who have the greatest capacity and chance to make a gift.  

Gift capacity approximates a prospect’s philanthropic ability to give by examining assets, giving history 

and other sources of estimated wealth. This estimate can provide a baseline for an ask amount, a number 

that naturally becomes more precise when informed by a development officer’s field qualification and 

conversations with the prospect. Likelihood helps signal the probability of making a specific type of gift—

major, planned, leadership level—and reflects personal characteristics, giving behavior, and engagement 

behavior in its calculation. Likelihood scores range from 1—the top tier and most likely to make a gift—to 

9, the lowest bucket and least likely.  

HOW TO ACCESS A CONSTITUENT’S WEALTH AND RATINGS 

1. Log in to ABE CRM. 

2. Navigate to a constituent record. 

3. Under More information on the left panel, click Wealth and ratings. 

HOW TO INTERPRET WEALTH AND RATINGS 

A constituent’s Wealth and Ratings page includes two tabs, each displaying information about the wealth 

and associated categories of the chosen household.  
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Screened date This date denotes when the most recent screening occurred.  

Assets Wealth owned by the constituent or spouse broken into real estate 

holdings, businesses, securities, income/compensation, and other 

assets. 

Total identified assets The wealth screening attempts to match the constituent with publicly 

available wealth information, based on things like name; what comes 

back from the screening is categorized as “Total identified.” However, 

it’s worth remembering that, depending on the popularity of the name 

or whether the property is owned or rented, these “identified” assets 

may or may not be correctly attributable to the prospect. 

Confirmed assets Assets show up in the “Confirmed” category for one of two reasons: 1) 

they are automatically confirmed if the assets can be tied to the 

constituent with a certain set of strict match codes; or 2) Research has 

gone into the record, “hand-validated” the assets, and confirmed them. 

  



HOW TO INTERPRET GIFT CAPACITY  

Gift capacity examines three pieces of data for a particular constituent—assets, giving, and general wealth 

data—and adds up the totals for each of these data sources. The gift capacity estimate is then the largest 

of these three source subtotals:

 

Gift capacity estimate  A prospect’s estimated ability to give, calculated as a raw dollar amount. 

Gift capacity calculation shown above.  

Gift capacity rating The letter grade bin the prospect’s estimated gift capacity dollar amount 

falls into: 

 

Individual gift capacity An individual’s capacity to give a gift over five years. 

Household gift capacity Household gift capacity simply looks at the capacity of spouse A and 

spouse B, and takes the larger of the two. 



HOW TO INTERPRET LIKELIHOOD  

 

Likelihood  Likelihood ratings are unit-agnostic; in other words, they help us 

determine who is most likely to give to the university, not necessarily to 

a specific school or department. They are dynamic, refreshing weekly. 

Likelihood is ranked from 1 to 9, with the least likely to make a particular 

type of gift being in a higher numbered bucket. These buckets, when 

paired with gift capacity, point us to the right people to talk to first: 

 

Major Gift rating A constituent’s probability that their largest gift, in the next five years, 

will be between $25,000 and $499,999. 

Leadership Annual Gift rating A constituent’s probability that their largest gift, in the next five years, 

will be between $1,000 and $24,999.  

Planned Giving rating A constituent’s probability that they will give a planned gift. This is the 

only model score that doesn’t tie to specific predicted gift amount; it’s 

simply the likelihood of the gift itself. 

Things to Remember  

 Capacity estimates and ratings are—and should be—fluid; they will change as DoDs learn more 

from qualification and cultivation efforts. Please share any information you have about a 

prospect’s capacity with the Research and Prospect Management (RPM) Team.  

 Capacity estimates are based on giving capacity over five years, because WFAA considers major 

gifts to be payable in installments over a five-year period. 

 Data updates occur overnight, not in real time. 


